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1.4.1 Feedback on the Syllabus and its Transaction and Action Taken Report 

ACTION TAKEN REPORT 

PARENT’S FEEDBACK 

 

ALUMNI FEEDBACK 
 

Suggestions Actin Taken 

Suggestions for improvement in curriculum 

design & development. 

Considered the suggestion and the 

Institution is exploring new courses to 

strengthen the curriculum  

Include more filed visits  Could not be taken up because of COVID  

course can be made more application 

oriented. 

 

As an suggestion being a alumni, The 

institute should conduct the alumni talks to 

boost up the presently studying students in 

different fields with several opportunities 

available. 

Departments were encouraged to increases 

Alumni talks whenever and wherever 

possible.   

Industrial exposure through projects Due to Covid Pandemic, allotment of 

projects to the students through Industry 

was not possible. However new tie ups is 

being explored for future. 

Improve Placement Opportunities 

 

 

Practical skills are important and unless we 

improve curriculum and standard of teachers, 

students will always be left behind. We need 

pre-learning which is a year to prepare for 

bachelor’s degree between 12th grade and 

Bachelors which will make students ready 

mentally and morally for undertaking a three 

year program…. Right now it’s all learning 

with no objective than getting a degree and 

Institution is already exploring how to 

increase the efficacy of the programmes 

particularly in view of NEP  

 

Also organized Webinars related to this 

suggestion 

Suggestions Actin Taken 

Suggestion for improvements in curriculum 

design and development 

The institution in IQAC discussed on how 

the curriculum be improved and suggested 

some more courses of IIT spoken tutorials  

Regular conduct of classes Inadequate number of faculty is the reason 

in most cases. Tried to start CHB hiring 

processes quickly  

Skill development Online courses started 

Teacher should focus on student's all over 

growth & industrial knowledge. 

Attempts were made for tie up with the 

industry and hospital. The tie up is made 

with the hospital through I transform.  



then getting no jobs. There is no guidance for 

students be it anyone but I feel, it’s over all 

standard of living that is affecting the whole 

system. It’s about time to get a Uniform Civil 

Code and get reservations out of the way. 

There are string political reputations at stake 

if we do not change the value of education. 

Thank you and good luck. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


